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Abstract
The quantum weighted projective algebras CrWPk,l,qs are coinvariant subalgebras of the
quantum group algebra CrSU2,qs. For each pair of indices k, l, two 2-summable spectral triples
will be constructed. The first one is an odd spectral triple based on coinvariant spinors on
CrSU2,qs. The second one is an even spectral triple.
MSC: 17B37, 58B34.
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Introduction
The theory of the quantum weighted projective algebras incorporates ideas from representation
theory, noncommutative geometry and the geometry of singular spaces. The family of algebras
CrWPk,l,qs is parametrized by two positive coprime integers, k and l, and each one is a coinvariant
subalgebra in the quantum group CrSU2,qs under a coaction of the Hopf algebra Cru, u´1s, [1]. The
Hopf algebra Cru, u´1s can be identified with the coordinate algebra of a unit circle. Especially
interesting cases occur when k “ 1 and l is a positive integer greater than one when these algebras
are q-deformations of the coordinate algebras of singular spaces with a teardrop shape. In the
classical case these have been studied extensively in groupoid theory. In this context, a singular
space can be naturally associated with a Morita equivalence class of a groupoid [9], [8]. Morita
equivalence preserves the shape of the singular space and the types of the singularities but there
are several ways of how one can construct the geometric realization of the groupoid. For example,
in the case of a teardrop, a representative of the Morita class is usually constructed as follows:
there is a collection of open balls and one of them is subject to an action of a finite rotation group.
The orbit space of this action is a cone. The balls can be glued together using groupoid arrows
so that the orbit space of the groupoid has a shape of a teardrop. The singularity is determined
by the choice of the finite rotation group: the parameter l above corresponds to the isotropy at
the singularity under the action of Zl. Another realization for the Morita class is given by an
action groupoid determined by an action of the Lie group T on the sphere S3. The algebraic
deformation CrWPk,l,qs is based on this model. One can also realize the teardrop spaces as 2-
dimensional orbifolds, [13]. The teardrops are examples of 2-dimensional orbifolds which are not
global quotients under a finite group action.
The goal of this work is to put the algebras CrWPk,l,qs into the framework of Connes’ noncom-
mutative geometry. The coaction of a Hopf algebra on a noncommutative algebra is a noncom-
mutative geometric analogue of a manifold with a group action, or an action groupoid, while the
coinvariant subalgebra models the quotient space under the action. In Lie groupoid theory, the
local group actions give rise to local diffeomorphisms. These local diffeomorphisms are applied to
define a groupoid action on the tangent bundle. Then one can try to lift the action to the spinor
bundle. This is not generally possible, and the obstruction is measured by the Stiefel-Whitney
classes in the Lie groupoid cohomology. Whenever the lift exists one can proceed to define an in-
variant Dirac operator acting on the spinors. This data can be used to model the quotient space as
a spectral triple consisting of the invariant function algebra, the Hilbert space of invariant spinors
and the invariant Dirac operator, [5] [12].
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Two approaches to define a Hilbert space of spinors and a Dirac operator are taken here, both
are based on the representation theory of the Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra Uqpsu2q, [3, 6]. In terms
of representation theory, the algebra Uqpsu2q has the same complex irreducible representations
as the Lie algebra su2, but the tensor category of representations has a nontrivial braiding, see
e.g. [11]. This results in a violation of the permutation symmetry in the representation category
which is seen as a noncocommutativity of the coproduct in Uqpsu2q. In the spirit of Peter-Weyl
theorem, one can define the coordinate algebra CrSU2,qs as a Hopf dual of Uqpsu2q which is linearly
spanned by the matrix elements of the irreducible representations, [17]. The tensor structure in
the category of representations determines a product in CrSU2,qs. The product is noncommutative
since the coproduct of Uqpsu2q is noncocommutative. The algebra Uqpsu2q is given a right and a
left representation on the space of matrix elements CrSU2,qs. These representations correspond to
the actions of the invariant vector fields on the space of functions. We make the algebra Uqpsu2q
a Cru, u´1s comodule algebra by requiring a compatibility for the coaction with the right Uqpsu2q
representation. If M 1
2
denotes a Uqpsu2q module of the highest weight 12 , then the Hilbert space of
spinors is naturally defined to be a completion of CrSU2,qsbM 1
2
. The right Uqpsu2q representation
extends to this space. The Hilbert space can now be equipped with a comodule structure which is
compatible with the right representation. This is a quantum group analogue of a groupoid action
on the spinors. Then we can define the coinvariant subspace. This subspace is invariant under the
action of the Dirac operator on SU2,q. This gives rise to an odd coinvariant spectral triple. The
coinvariant spectral triple does not have a chiral grading. This is somewhat expected since it is
based on a construction of an odd spectral triple in dimension 3. In the case of a teardrop, k “ 1
and l P N, another odd spectral triple based on the coinvariance has been developed in [14].
In the second construction we take the coaction on the spinor module M 1
2
to be trivial. In
this case the Hilbert space of spinors is a sum of two copies of the Hilbert space completion of the
coinvariant subspace CrWPk,l,qs. The Dirac spectrum is fixed by requiring that for k “ l “ 1 it
gives the classical Dirac spectrum on the manifold S2. The chiral grading can be defined and we
obtain an even spectral triple.
The algebras CrWPk,l,qs have C˚-algebra completions and there are isomorphisms CpWPk,l,qq »
CpWPk1,l,qq for all k and k1. The geometric models based on the algebras CrWPk,l,qs and CrWPk1,l,qs
are never unitary equivalent if k ‰ k1. Especially the multiplicities of the Dirac eigenvalues depend
on the parameter k`l and therefore the Dirac operators associated to different k but equal l cannot
be unitary conjugates of each other. Therefore these algebras are equivalent in the topological sense
while they have different geometric structures.
In the course of analysis of the spectral triples we study the decomposition of the space CrSU2,qs
into homogeneous components under the coaction of Cru, u´1s. In the case of quantum teardrops,
we can give a full analytic realization for the K-theory groups of CpWP1,l,qq in terms of the
completions of these homogeneous components. The analysis relies and generalizes the recent
results based on the study of certain quantum principal T-bundles over the quantum teardrops,
[15].
The main reference is [2] where a spectral triple on SU2,q is developed. However, the conventions
differ slightly. The coordinate algebra CrSU2,qs is realized as a sum over the highest weights of
the tensor products M˚λ bMλ where Mλ is an irreducible module of the highest weight λ. In the
reference [2] the duals M˚λ are identified with Mλ, which we shall not do here. This leads to a
different but isomorphic left representation of Uqpsu2q. I have decided to follow the usual classical
geometric conventions since the identification of the dual modules with the modules is very specific
to the case of su2 and does not hold in general in the theory of semisimple Lie groups. In addition,
with the conventions applied in this work, the spectral triple fits into the general theory of spectral
triples on compact quantum groups in [10].
I wish to thank the referee for valuable comments which led to significant improvements to the
manuscript.
Notation. The parameter q will denote a real number in p0, 1q. The q-integers will be used in the
representation theory:
rnsq “ q
n ´ q´n
q ´ q´1 . (1)
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For coproducts in Hopf algebras, Sweedler’s notation is used: 4pxq “ x1 b x2. Whenever the
symbol Ö appears it should be understood that the formula is true for both indices Ò and Ó. I
shall exploit the notation and refer to weights in the irreducible representations of su2 simply by
the eigenvalues of the Cartan generator instead of an element in the dual Cartan subalgebra. The
conventions where the highest weight runs over 12N0 will be used.
1 Quantum Group Preliminaries
1.1. The quantum Drinfeld-Jimbo algebra Uqpsu2q is the complex polynomial algebra generated
by e, f, k, k´1 subject to the relations
ke “ qek, kf “ q´1fe, re, f s “ k
2 ´ k´2
q ´ q´1 , kk
´1 “ k´1k “ 1.
Uqpsu2q is a Hopf algebra with the coproduct
4pkq “ k b k, 4peq “ eb k ` k´1 b e, 4pfq “ f b k ` k´1 b f,
the antipode
Spkq “ k´1, Speq “ ´qe, Spfq “ ´q´1f
and the counit defined by pkq “ 1, peq “ pfq “ 0. We also make Uqpsu2q a ˚-algebra by setting
e˚ “ f , f˚ “ e and pk˘1q˚ “ k˘1.
The representation theory of Uqpsu2q is parallel to that of su2. The irreducible finite dimensional
complex representations are parametrized by the highest weight of su2. We denote by Mλ the
Uqpsu2q-module of highest weight λ. The dimension of Mλ is equal to p2λ ` 1q and the basis
vectors uλm, ´λ ď m ď λ are chosen so that the representation takes the ladder operator form
%λpequλm “
b
rλ´msqrλ`m` 1squλ,m`1, (2)
%λpfquλm “
b
rλ´m` 1sqrλ`msquλ,m´1,
%λpkquλm “ qmuλm.
The q-integers rnsq are defined as in (1). Each %λ : Uqpsu2q Ñ BpMλq is surjective but never
injective. The tensor products of the irreducible representations compose into a sum of irreducible
components, as in the case of su2:
Mλ bMλ1 “
λ`λ1à
µ“|λ´λ1|
Mµ. (3)
The coproduct is applied for the action of Uqpsu2q on the tensor product. Since the coproduct
is noncocommutative the symmetric group does not act on the tensor products. This is where
the braiding comes in: the Artin’s braid group can be given an action on the tensor product.
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients have q-deformations which can be used to put the tensor product
module to the ladder operator form.
1.2. The enveloping algebra Uqpsu2q has a Hopf dual algebra which is spanned as a vector space
by the matrix elements of the irreducible representations of Uqpsu2q:
CrSU2,qs “
à
λP 12N0
M˚λ bMλ.
For each highest weight λ we denote by u˚λm, ´λ ď m ď λ the dual basis of Mλ. The duality is
fixed by u˚λmpuλnq “ δmn. Define
tλmn “ u˚λm b uλn.
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The dual pairing of Uqpsu2q with CrSU2,qs is defined by
tλmnpxq “ u˚λmp%λpxquλnq. (4)
The dual space M˚λ becomes a Uqpsu2q module under the dual representation which is defined by:
%˚λpxq “ p%λpSpxqqqt
for all x P Uqpsu2q.
The product in the Hopf dual CrSU2,qs is defined by requiring that
tλmnt
λ1
m1n1pxq “ tλmnpx1qtλ
1
m1n1px2q (5)
for all x P Uqpsu2q and for all possible weight parameters λ,m, n.
Lemma 1. The assignment (5) makes CrSU2,qs a unital complex algebra with the unit t000 and
the product is given by
tλmnt
λ1
m1n1 “
λ`λ1ÿ
µ“|λ´λ1|
Cq
ˆ
λ λ1 µ
m m1 m`m1
˙
Cq
ˆ
λ λ1 µ
n n1 n` n1
˙
tµm`m1,n`n1 . (6)
where Cqp¨q denote the orthogonal Clebsch-Gordan matrices for the representations p%λ,Mλq.
Proof. The Clebsch-Gordan matrices Cq can be applied to write the tensor product components
in terms of weight vectors of some modules that appear in the tensor product decomposition. We
choose a basis so that Cq are orthogonal. The right side of (5) can be manipulated by
u˚λm b u˚λnpp%λpx1q b %λpx2qquλm1 b uλn1q
“ pCquλm b uλnq˚Cqp%λpx1q b %λpx2qqC´1q pCquλm1 b uλn1q
Now Cqp%λpx1q b %λpx2qqC´1q is the representation of x on the new basis where the irreducible
components are put in the ladder operator form by acting on Cq. When written out, we get (6).
It is elementary to check that t000 is the unit. ˝
The product in Uqpsu2q is obviously compatible with the coproduct in CrSU2,qs defined by
4ptλmnq “
ÿ
k
tλmk b tλkn,
The antipode and the counit in the Hopf dual CrSU2,qs are determined by
tpSpxqq “ pSptqqpxq, tp1q “ ptq, 1pxq “ t000pxq “ pxq
for all t P CrSU2,qs and x P Uqpsu2q. Note that same symbols are used for the Hopf-algebra
structure maps in Uqpsu2q and CrSU2,qs but this should not lead to confusion. The Hopf dual
CrSU2,qs is equipped with the ˚-structure: t˚pxq “ tpSpxq˚q.
As a ˚-algebra CrSU2,qs is generated by the elements α and β which, together with their
involutions, are given by
α “ t 121
2 ,
1
2
, β “ t 121
2 ,´ 12 , α
˚ “ t 12´ 12 ,´ 12 , β
˚ “ ´1
q
t
1
2
´ 12 , 12 .
In terms of generators and relations, the algebraic structure of CrSU2,qs is determined by
βα “ qαβ, β˚α “ qαβ˚, ββ˚ “ β˚β
αα˚ ` ββ˚ “ 1, α˚α` q2β˚β “ 1
which is elementary to check by applying the Clebsch-Gordan matrices which are given in [7]. The
dual pairing applied to the generators e, f, k, k´1 of Uqpsu2q and to the elements α, α˚, β, β˚ gives
αpk˘1q “ q˘ 12 , α˚pk˘1q “ q¯ 12 , βpeq “ 1, β˚pfq “ ´1
q
.
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and zero in the remaining cases of pairings between these elements. Explicit formulas for the Hopf
algebra maps can be solved by dualizing the Hopf structure in Uqpsu2q:
4pαq “ αb α´ qβ b β˚, 4pβq “ β b α˚ ` αb β,
Spαq “ α˚, Spβq “ ´qβ, Spβ˚q “ ´1
q
β˚, Spα˚q “ α,
pαq “ 1, pβq “ 0.
We make Uqpsu2q act on CrSU2,qs under the right and the left regular representations:
Bpxqptλmnq “ u˚λm b %λpxquλn, lpxqptλmnq “ %˚λpϑpxqqu˚λm b uλn (7)
for all x P Uqpsu2q and tλmn P CrSU2,qs. The left representation is equipped with the following
algebra automorphism
ϑpk˘1q “ k¯1, ϑpeq “ ´f, ϑpfq “ ´e.
This automorphism restores the commutativity of the coproduct and the antipode in the sense
that
4pSpϑpxqq “ Spϑpx1qq b Spϑpx2qq (8)
for all x P Uqpsu2q. When applied on the generators of CrSU2,qs the right regular representation is
given by
Bpeqα “ 0 Bpfqα “ β Bpk˘1qα “ q˘ 12α
Bpeqβ “ α Bpfqβ “ 0 Bpk˘1qβ “ q¯ 12 β
Bpeqα˚ “ ´qβ˚ Bpfqα˚ “ 0 Bpk˘1qα˚ “ q¯ 12α˚
Bpeqβ˚ “ 0 Bpfqβ˚ “ ´ 1qα˚ Bpk˘1qβ˚ “ q˘
1
2 β˚.
For the left representation one needs to apply the antipode and work with the dual representation.
A straightforward computations gives:
lpeqα “ 0 lpfqα “ ´q2β˚ lpk˘1qα “ q˘ 12α
lpeqβ “ 0 lpfqβ “ qα˚ lpk˘1qβ “ q˘ 12 β
lpeqα˚ “ 1qβ lpfqα˚ “ 0 lpk˘1qα˚ “ q¯
1
2α˚
lpeqβ˚ “ ´ 1q2α lpfqβ˚ “ 0 lpk˘1qβ˚ “ q¯
1
2 β˚.
1.3. The Haar state in the algebra CrSU2,qs is a linear functional h : CrSU2,qs Ñ C that is fixed
by the relations hp1q “ 1 and hptλmnq “ 0 for all λ ą 0. The Haar state provides a Hilbert space
completion for CrSU2,qs, which will be denoted by L2pSU2,qq, and the GNS construction defines a
representation pih of CrSU2,qs on L2pSU2,qq. The basis vectors are mutually orthogonal [7]:
hpptλmnq˚tλ
1
m1n1q “ q
´2m
r2λ` 1sq δλλ1δmm1δnn1 .
Let us denote by η : CrSU2,qs Ñ L2pSU2,qq the natural inclusion. Now ηptλmnq gives a basis of
L2pSU2,qq. The representation pih : CrSU2,qs Ñ L2pSU2,qq is given by
pihptλmnqηptλ
1
m1n1q “ ηptλmntλ
1
m1n1q,
recall the product rule (6). An orthonormal basis of the Hilbert space is given by
|λmny “ qm
b
r2λ` 1sqtλmn.
Explicit formulas for the action of the generators of CrSU2,qs in this basis is computed in the
reference [2] (the only notational difference is that they use the symbol l for the highest weight).
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The right and the left representations of Uqpsu2q on CrSU2,qs can be extended on L2pSU2,qq by
letting the quantum group act on the basis according to
Bpxqηptλmnq “ ηpBpxqtλmnq, lpxqηptλmnq “ ηplpxqtλmnq
for all x P Uqpsu2q and tλmn P CrSU2,qs.
Proposition 1. The GNS representation of CrSU2,qs is equivariant under the right and the left
regular representations of Uqpsu2q in the sense that
Bpxqppihptλmnqηptλ
1
m1n1qq “ pihpBpx1qtλmnqηpBpx2qtλ
1
m1n1q
lpxqppihptλmnqηptλ
1
m1n1qq “ pihplpx1qtλmnqηplpx2qtλ
1
m1n1q
for all x P Uqpsu2q.
Proof. The pairing of t P CrSU2,qs and x P Uqpsu2q takes the matrix element t of the right
representation Bpxq which is evident from the definitions (4), (7). Two right representations are
equal if and only if all their matrix components are equal. Therefore the right equivariance follows
from the definition of the product (5). The left equivariance is a consequence of
tλmnt
λ1
m1n1pSϑpxqq “ tλmnppSϑpxqq1qtλ
1
m1n1ppSϑpxqq2q
“ tλmnppSϑpx1qqqtλ
1
m1n1ppSϑpx2qqq
where the first equality follows from the definition of the product and the second follows from (8).
˝
1.4. The next step is to define a Hilbert space of spinors. In the geometric model over SU2 the
complexified Clifford algebra over the Lie algebra su2 is semisimple and isomorphic to two copies
of BpC2q. The spinor module is an irreducible representation of the Clifford algebra and therefore
two dimensional. So it makes sense to define the spinor module in the quantum group model to be
M 1
2
. Denote by e˘ the weight ˘ 12 basis vectors of M 12 . We construct the Hilbert space of spinors
over SU2,q by tensoring L
2pSU2,qq with M 1
2
. Define
H “ L2pSU2,qq bM 1
2
.
The right and the left regular representations are defined by
B1pxq “ Bpx1q b % 1
2
px2q, l1pxq “ lpxq b ι.
We decompose H to the irreducible components with respect to these actions. Under the right
representation, one has
M0 bM 1
2
“M 1
2
and Mλ bM 1
2
“Mλ´ 12 ‘Mλ` 12 if λ ą 0.
To extract the irreducible components in the tensor product we need to change the basis. We
follow [2] and define a new basis in which the tensor product components take the ladder operator
form. Define k˘ “ k ˘ 12 for all k P 12Z.
For j P 12N we define the vectors
|jµ Óy “ Cjµpuj´µ` b e´q ` Sjµpuj´µ´ b e`q
where µ P t´j, . . . , j ´ 1, ju. For j P 12N0 we define
|jµ Òy “ ´Sj`1,µpuj`µ` b e´q ` Cj`1,µpuj`µ´ b e`q
where µ P t´j, . . . , j ´ 1, ju. The coefficients are given by
Cjµ “ q ´pj`µq2 rj ´ µs
1
2
q
r2js 12q
, Sjµ “ q j´µ2 rj ` µs
1
2
q
r2js 12q
.
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The basis of the Hilbert space H will be labeled by
|jmµ Óy “ qm
b
r2j´ ` 1sqpη b ιqpu˚j´,m b |jµ Óyq
“ qm
b
r2j´ ` 1sqpCjµηptj´m,µ`q b e´ ` Sjµηptj
´
m,µ´q b e`q,
|jmµ Òy “ qm
b
r2j` ` 1sqpη b ιqpu˚j`,m b |jµ Òyq
“ qm
b
r2j` ` 1sqp´Sj`1,µηptj`m,µ`q b e´ ` Cj`1,µηptj
`
m,µ´q b e`q
where m runs over the usual weight space parameters: ´j´ ď m ď j´ in |jmµ Óy and ´j` ď m ď
j` in |jmµ Òy. Moreover, ´j ď µ ď j in both cases.
The basis is orthonormal which is a consequence of the property C2jµ`S2jµ “ 1 for the Clebsch-
Gordan coefficients. In this basis the right regular representation takes the ladder operator form
B1pxq|jmµ Óy “
ÿ
ν
%j´pxqνµ|jmν Óy,
B1pxq|jmµ Òy “
ÿ
ν
%j`pxqνµ|jmν Òy
where %jpxqνµ are the matrix coefficients of the operation %jpxq, recall (2).
On the Hilbert space H we use the representation of CrSU2,qs defined by pi “ pih b ι.
1.5. The construction of a Dirac operator in [2], or in [10], is based on the invariance under the
right and the left representations of Uqpsu2q. Recall that all the irreducible representations of
Uqpsu2q are surjective maps Uqpsu2q Ñ BpMλq. So, in order to make the Dirac operator commute
with both actions, one needs to require that it acts constantly on each irreducible component.
Thus D is diagonal in the basis |jmµ Öy and the spectrum can only depend on the parameter
j. We shall apply the classical Dirac spectrum. Explicitly, this operator is an unbounded densely
defined self-adjoint operator which acts on the basis of H by
D|jmµ Òy “ p2j ` 3
2
q|jmµ Òy, D|jmµ Óy “ ´p2j ` 1
2
q|jmµ Óy.
The multiplicities of these eigenvalues are p2j`1qp2j`2q and 2jp2j`1q. In the classical limit q Ñ 1
this model coincides with the Dirac operator associated to the bi-invariant metric and Levi-Civita
connection on SU2, [16].
A more general model for spinors and Dirac operators on compact quantum groups is developed
in [10]. In this case the quantum group Dirac operator is a unitary conjugate of the classical Dirac
operator and so the classical spectrum is automatically preserved. In addition this operator has
the right and the left symmetries under the quantum group representations on the spinor space.
On the technical level one needs to apply certain Drinfeld’s twist to write down such an operator.
The case of su2 is special in the theory of semisimple Lie algebras since the irreducible components
in the tensor product decomposition (3) appear always with the multiplicity one. This means that
the highest weight vectors in each tensor product Mλ bM 1
2
are uniquely determined after the
irreducible representations are fixed. Therefore, the decomposition into irreducible components
and consequently the decomposition into the Dirac eigenspaces is unique. It would be reasonable
to expect that the model of [10] would coincide with the construction above. Indeed, with the
conventions applied above this happens. In [10] it was noted that after some algebraic manipulation
(and after a normalization), the Dirac operator ð satisfies
q´ð “ q 32
ˆBpk2 ´ q´1pq ´ q´1q2feq q´ 12 pq ´ q´1qBpfk´1q
q´ 12 pq ´ q´1qBpk´1eq Bpk´2q
˙
It is straightforward to check that
q´ð|jmµ Òy “ q´p2j` 32 q|jmµ Òy, q´ð|jmµ Óy “ q2j` 12 |jmµ Óy.
So, the Dirac operators D and ð are the same densely defined self-adjoint operators on the
spinor module since their eigenspace decomposition and the eigenvalues match. In particular,
pCrSU2,qs, pi,H, Dq is a spectral triple and the commutators rD,piptqs extend to bounded operators
on H for all t P CrSU2,qs.
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2 Spinors on Quantum Weighted Projective Spaces
2.1. The algebras of quantum projective planes are coinvariant subalgebras in CrSU2,qs under the
coaction of the polynomial algebra B :“ Cru, u´1s. There is a Hopf ˚-algebra structure in B so
that u is a grouplike element and unitary. For each pair of positive coprime integers k, l define the
coaction θ : CrSU2,qs Ñ CrSU2,qs bB by
α ÞÑ αb u´k, β ÞÑ β b ul.
This coaction is exactly the same that was used in [1]: the algebra elements denoted by α and
β in the reference [1] are the elements for which we used the symbols α˚ and qβ˚ in 1.2. The
coinvariant subalgebras are denoted by CrWPk,l,qs. It is elementary to check that CrWPk,l,qs is
the ˚-subalgebra of CrSU2,qs generated by
a “ ββ˚ and b “ βkαl.
In terms of generators and relations, the algebra CrWPk,l,qs can be identified with the complex
polynomial ˚-algebra generated by the symbols a, b which are subject to the relations [1]:
a˚ “ a, ab˚ “ q´2lb˚a, b˚b “ q2klak
l´1ź
m“0
p1´ q2pm`1qaq,
bb˚ “ ak
lź
m“1
p1´ q´2pm´1qaq.
The coinvariant algebra CrWPk,l,qs is not equipped with a coalgebra structure.
2.2. The generators of the algebra CrSU2,qs are homogeneous elements under the coaction θ and
so there is the direct sum decomposition
CrSU2,qs “
à
iPZ
CrSU2,qspiq (9)
into the subspaces spanned by the homogeneous vectors of order i. The components are orthogonal
with respect to the Haar state of 1.3: the vectors tλmn define an orthogonal basis for CrSU2,qs and
these vectors are homogeneous.
Proposition 2. The basis vectors tλmn of CrSU2,qs are homogeneous under the coaction and the
coaction takes the form
θptλmnq “ tλmn b u´pm`nqk`pm´nql
for all highest weights λ and ´λ ď m,n ď λ.
Proof. The proof follows easily from the formulas in 2.1. ˝
In the notation (9), CrWPk,l,qs is the component of homogeneous order 0, and the product in
CrSU2,qs determines a ˚-representation of CrWPk,l,qs on every CrSU2,qspiq. So, (9) has a structure
of a direct sum of CrWPk,l,qs-modules.
2.3. The goal in the following is to understand the structure of (9) as a representation space for
CrWPk,l,qs. Let us discuss the topological case first. Consider the case where T acts on SU2 from
the right with trivial isotropy so that the orbit space is homeomorphic to the 2-sphere S2. Let
us realize this action by pσ, gq ÞÑ gσ´1 for all g P SU2 and σ P T. Suppose that for each highest
weight of SU2 we have a fixed irreducible finite dimensional SU2-representation. Then the space
CrSU2s of matrix elements of the finite dimensional irreducible SU2 representations has the direct
sum decomposition
CrSU2s “
à
iPZ
CrSU2spiq
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so that the components CrSU2spiq are the homogeneous spaces under the coaction determined by
the T action on SU2. More precisely, CrSU2spiq is the homogeneous subspace of order i under the
coaction of B which is defined on the generators by
t
1
2
1
2 ,
1
2
ÞÑ t 121
2 ,
1
2
b u´1 t 121
2 ,´ 12 ÞÑ t
1
2
1
2 ,´ 12 b u.
These generators are matrix elements of the irreducible 2-dimensional representation of SU2 and
the parameters ˘ 12 correspond to the weights of this module, exactly as in the case of the quantum
group in 1.2. The completion of CrSU2sp0q in the uniform norm is isomorphic to the C˚-algebra
of continuous functions on S2, which we denote by CpSU2qp0q. The completions CrSU2spiq in the
uniform norm are C˚-modules for CpSU2qp0q for all i P Z. Under the identification of CpSU2qp0q
with CpS2q, the components CrSU2spiq correspond to the projective CpS2q-modules of continuous
sections of the complex line bundles on S2. One can use this decomposition to give a full analytic
realization for the C˚-algebraic K-theory group K0pCpS2qq “ Z ‘ Z. The same holds for the
teardrop orbifolds which are homeomorphic to S2 and so the (nonequivariant) K-theory groups are
the same. We shall study the noncommutative quantum teardrops, i.e. the cases with k “ 1 and
l P N, and show that the components of (9) give rise to all projective modules for a C˚-algebra
completion of CrWP1,l,qs and we show that these modules can be applied to give a full analytical
realization for the even C˚-algebraic K-theory group of the quantum teardrops.
The irreducible infinite dimensional ˚-representations of the quantum group CrSU2,qs are
parametrized by t P T and given by
$tpαqen “
b
1´ q2pn`1qen`1, $tpβqen “ tqnen
where ten : n P N0u is the basis of l2pN0q. We can merge these to a single representation on the
space L2pTq b l2pN0q, which can be identified with l2pZq b l2pN0q through the Fourier transform.
This gives the faithful ˚-representation:
$pαq “ ιb$1pαq, $pβq “ U b$1pβq
where U is the unilateral forward shift operator on l2pZq. We shall identify l2pN0q with Àls“1 l2pN0q
through the linear isomorphism
l2pN0q Ñ
là
s“1
l2pN0q, elp`s´1 ÞÑ esp.
where tesp : p P N0u is the basis of the s’th copy of l2pN0q. We also set
l2pZq b
là
s“1
l2pN0q “
à
mPZ
Xm “
à
mPZ
là
s“1
X sm
so that Xm is the subspace spanned by ep`m b esp for all p ě 0 and 1 ď s ď l, and X sm is the
subspace of Xm for the fixed s.
Let us consider the case of quantum teardrops, CrWP1,l,qs. For each m P Z, the representation
$ of CrSU2,qs restricts to a direct sum of irreducible faithful ˚-representations for the teardrop
˚-subalgebra,
$m “
là
s“1
$ms : CrWP1,l,qs Ñ Bp
là
s“1
X smq,
which are given by
$ms paqem`p b esp “ q2plp`s´1qem`p b esp,
$ms pb˚qem`p b esp “ qlp`s´1
lź
r“1
b
1´ q2plp`s´rqem`p´1 b esp´1,
$ms pb˚qem b es0 “ 0.
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We identify each X sm with l2pN0q by
em`p b esp ÞÑ ep. (10)
Now it is evident that, for any choice of m P Z, $ms : CrWP1,l,qs Ñ BpX smq “ Bpl2pN0qq are rep-
resentatives of the unitary equivalence classes of all bounded faithful irreducible ˚-representations
of CrWP1,l,qs which were classified in [1].
The C˚-algebra CpWP1,l,qq is the subalgebra of BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq obtained by taking the com-
pletion of
Àl
s“1p$ms pCrWP1,l,qsqq in the operator norm. Let K denote the C˚-algebra of compact
operators on l2pN0q. Then there is an identification of the C˚-algebras [1]:
CpWP1,l,qq “ p
là
s“1
Kq`
where ` denotes the unitization of an algebra. It follows that the even K-theory of this C˚-algebra
is subject to an isomorphism
K0pCpWP1,l,qqq » Z‘l`1.
The unitary equivalence classes of the projections in the matrix algebra M8ppÀls“1Kq`q can be
represented by the projections
Àl
j“1 Pkj for kj P N0, and
Ir ‘ p1´ p
là
j“1
Pnj qq ‘ p
là
j“1
Pmj q
for r, nj ,mj P N0 so that njmj “ 0 for all j where Ir denotes the identity matrix of MrppÀls“1Kq`q
and
Pnj :“
nj´1ÿ
i“0
ejii P K
is the finite rank projection onto the subspace spanned by ej0, . . . , e
j
nj´1 for all j P t1, . . . , lu, and
P0 “ 0. One can apply the group structure in K-theory to give a representative for all the elements
in K0ppÀls“1Kq`q in terms of these projections.
The analytic realization of the K-theory groups K0pCpWP1,l,qqq was studied in [15] in terms of
noncommutative bundles over the base algebra CpWP1,l,qq. The quantum lens space, CrLqpl; 1, lqs,
is the ˚-subalgebra of CrSU2,qs generated by αl and β. The algebra CrLqpl; 1, lqs has a structure of
a quantum principal T-bundle over CrWP1,l,qs, [1], however we shall not employ this feature here.
Clearly CrLqpl; 1, lqs is the subalgebra of homogeneous components of order nl in CrSU2,qs for all
n P Z, and so we can write
CrLqpl; 1, lqs “
à
nPZ
CrSU2,qspnlq “
à
nPZ
Lrns.
In our notation ’the basic quantum line bundles’ Lrns, studied in [1] and [15], are the modules
CrSU2,qspnlq. The representation $ : CrSU2,qs Ñ Bpl2pZq bÀls“1 l2pN0qq restricts on the subalge-
bra CrLqpl; 1, lqs to give the direct sum of ˚-representations
$ “
là
s“1
$s : CrLqpl; 1, lqs Ñ Bpl2pZq b
là
s“1
l2pN0qq,
which are defined by
$spαlqep`m b esp “
l´1ź
r“0
b
1´ q2ppl`s`rqep`m b esp`1,
$spβqep`m b esp “ qlp`s´1ep`m`1 b esp. (11)
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for all m P Z. The components of $ “Àls“1$s are bounded faithful irreducible ˚-representations
of the algebra CrLqpl; 1, lqs. The completion of $pCrLqpl; 1, lqsq in the operator norm is the C˚-
algebra of the quantum lens space, CpLqpl; 1, lqq. The completion of $pLrnsq in CpLqpl; 1, lqq is
denoted by Lrns. Each Lrns is a projective module for the C˚-algebra, CpWP1,l,qq “ pÀls“1Kq`,
and its K-theory class is represented by the projection, [15]:
I1 ‘ p
là
s“1
Pnq if n ě 0 and 1´
là
s“1
Pn if n ă 0
for all n P Z.
Consider the completion of $pCrSU2,qspnl`jqq in the operator norm, CrSU2,qspnl`jq, as a left
C˚-module for the algebra CpWP1,l,qq under the operator product.
Proposition 3. The CpWP1,l,qq-module CrSU2,qspnl`jq is isomorphic to
p
là
s“1
Kq ` Cp
l´jà
s“1
Sn ‘
là
s“l´j`1
Sn`1q (12)
as a C˚-module for all l P N, n P Z and j P t1, . . . , l ´ 1u.
We consider (12) as a subspace in BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq and the symbol ` denotes the vector space
sum. S is the unilateral backward shift on l2pN0q. The operator product defines the left module
structure.
Proof of Proposition 3. The operator space $pLrnsq restricts to
$pLrnsq : Xm Ñ Xm`n
for all m P Z, recall (11). Identify each Xm with l2pN0q as in (10). The coefficients of $pLrnsq are
independent on the parameter m and we can view $pLrnsq as a subspace in BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq. In
[15] the completion Lrns in BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq was shown to be the space
p
là
s“1
Kq ` Cp
là
s“1
Snq
for all n P Z.
The algebra CrSU2,qs is linearly spanned by αn1βn2pβ˚qn3 where n1 P Z, n2, n3 P N0 and
α´n “ pα˚qn if n ą 0, [17]. So, CrSU2,qspln`jq is the vector space
pα˚qjLrns ` αl´jLrn` 1s (13)
for all n P Z and j P t1, . . . , lu. The operator $ppα˚qjq restricts on the component Xm to be the
operator
$ppα˚qjq :
là
s“1
X sm Ñ
l´jà
s“1
X sm ‘
là
s“l´j`1
X sm`1.
which is given in the basis of l2pZq bÀls“1 l2pN0q by
$ppα˚qjqem`p b esp “
jź
r“1
b
1´ q2plp`s´rqem`p b es`l´jp´1
“ S
jź
r“1
b
1´ q2plp`s´rqem`p b es`l´jp s P t1, . . . , ju,
$ppα˚qjqem`p b esp “
jź
r“1
b
1´ q2plp`s´rqem`p b es´jp s P tj ` 1, . . . , lu.
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These operators are independent on the parameter m P Z. We identify each Xm with Àls“1 l2pN0q
as above, and fix m P Z and then view $ppα˚qjq as an operator in BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq. Consequently,
independently on the choice of m, the space $ppα˚qjLrnsq is now identified with a subspace in
BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq. If s P t1, . . . , ju, then the l2pN0qs Ñ l2pN0qs`l´j block of the operator $ppα˚qjq
can be written by Sp1 ` Tsq where Ts is a compact operator (recall that q P p0, 1q), and if s P
tj ` 1, . . . , lu, the l2pN0qs Ñ l2pN0qs´j block can be written by p1 ` T 1sq where T 1s is a compact
operator. It follows that $ppα˚qjLrnsq lies in the subspace of BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq of the operatorsˆ
0 X
Y 0
˙
, X “ pK ` CSnq1l´j Y “ pK ` CSn`1q1j (14)
where 1j is the unit j ˆ j-matrix. Similar analysis shows that the space $pαl´jLrn ` 1sq is a
subspace in (14) as well. This is a complete vector space since it can be identified with a direct
sum of copies of K and C.
Consider the operator cSn`1 ` A : l2pN0qs Ñ l2pN0qs`l´j with A P K and c P C. This is a
limit of a Cauchy sequence of operators in $ppα˚qjLrnsq: there is a Cauchy sequence of compact
operators Ai P $pLrnsq which converges to the operator A in the block l2pN0qs Ñ l2pN0qs and to
the zero operator elsewhere, and now
Sp1` Tsqp1`
Nÿ
i“1
p´TsqiqpcSn ` T AN q P $pαjq$pLrnsq
converges to the operator under the consideration in the limit N Ñ8 because ||Ts|| ă 1. We used
the symbol T for the right inverse of S. Similarly one checks that the operators in the X-block
of (14) arise as limits of the operators in $ppα˚qjLrnsq. So, each element in (14) is a limit of a
Cauchy sequence in (13). It follows that CrSU2,qspnl`jq is the space (14).
Since both modules, CrSU2,qspnl`jq and (12), are subspaces in BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq, we can restrict
the linear map
Bp
là
s“1
l2pN0qq ˆ Bp
là
s“1
l2pN0qq Ñ Bp
là
s“1
l2pN0qq; pA1, A2q ÞÑ A1A2˚
to define the sesquilinear pairings associated with the C˚-module structures. Then CrSU2,qspnl`jq
and (12) are isomorphic C˚-modules for the algebra CpWP1,l,qq for all l P N, n P Z and j P
t1, . . . , l ´ 1u. ˝
If n ě 0 and j P t1, . . . , l ´ 1u, then the CpWP1,l,qq “ pÀls“1Kq`-module CrSU2,qspnl`jq is
isomorphic to
pp
là
s“1
Kq` ‘ p
là
s“1
Kq`qpI1 ‘ p
l´jà
s“1
Pnq ‘ p
là
s“l´j`1
Pn`1qq
and if n ă 0, then it is isomorphic to
p
là
s“1
Kq`p1´ p
l´jà
s“1
Pnq ‘ p
là
s“l´j`1
Pn`1qq,
see [15]. So, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The left CpWP1,l,qq “ pÀls“1Kq`-module CrSUqp2qspnl`jq is isomorphic to the
projective module determined by the projection
I1 ‘ p
l´jà
s“1
Pnq ‘ p
là
s“l´j`1
Pn`1q if n ě 0,
1´ p
l´jà
s“1
Pnq ‘ p
là
s“l´j`1
Pn`1q if n ă 0
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for all n P Z and j P t1, . . . , l ´ 1u.
For all i P Z, the spaces CrSU2,qspiq are projective modules over the C˚-algebra CpWP1,l,qq and
all the even K-theory elements can be realized by applying the group structure in K-theory with
these modules.
Corollary 1. The CrWP1,l,qs-modules CrSU2,qspiq and CrSU2,qspjq are isomorphic if and only if
i “ j.
Proof. Consider CrSU2,qspiq and CrSU2,qspjq as subspaces in BpÀls“1 l2pN0qq and as normed
vector spaces with the norms given by the restrictions of the operator norm. Suppose that
U : CrSU2,qspiq Ñ CrSU2,qspjq is an isomorphism of CrWP1,l,qs-modules. Then U induces an
isomorphism of normed vector spaces and consequently U extends to an isomorphism of CpWP1,l,qq-
modules and therefore i “ j. ˝
The analysis in 2.3 has been restricted to the case k “ 1. However, according to [1], the
C˚-algebra CpWPk,l,qq is isomorphic to CpWP1,l,qq for all coprime positive integers k and l. It
is expected that the decomposition into the homogeneous components leads to a full analytic
realization for the K-theory in the cases k ‰ 1 as well, and that the homogeneous components are
mutually non-isomorphic as CrWPk,l,qs-modules.
2.4. Next we proceed to define a coaction of B on CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
. We first extend the coaction
to the dual Hopf algebra Uqpsu2q. We will use the same symbol for this coaction
θ : Uqpsu2q Ñ Uqpsu2q bB
and we require the right Uqpsu2q-equivariance with respect to the right representation B:
θpBpxqtq “ pB b ιqpθpxqqpθtq. (15)
for each x P Uqpsu2q and t P CrSU2,qs. The coaction will be extended to the tensor products
Uqpsu2q b Uqpsu2q so that
θpxb yq “ xb y b ui`j
if x is a homogeneous of order i and y is a homogeneous of order j.
Proposition 4. There is a unique right Uqpsu2q-equivariant coaction of B on Uqpsu2q which is
given on the generators by
θpeq “ eb u´k´l, θpfq “ f b uk`l, θpk˘1q “ k˘1 b 1 (16)
and extended to the algebra by linearity and
θpx1 ¨ ¨ ¨xkq “ θpx1q ¨ ¨ ¨ θpxkq.
Proof. It is elementary to check that (16) defines a coaction by using the Hopf structure: 4puq “
u b u and puq “ 1. If we study the elements α, α˚, β, β˚ then a straightforward computation
gives that the equivariance (15) holds only if the coaction satisfies (16). Conversely, (16) together
with the product rule determines a right equivariant coaction on the subspace spanned by these
elements. It is therefore sufficient to check that the equivariance remains valid for more general
elements t P CrSU2,qs.
Notice that
p4b ιqpθpxqq “ θpx1 b x2q (17)
for all x P Uqpsu2q since k and k´1 in Uqpsu2q are coinvariant.
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We shall proceed by proving that if the equivariance holds on the pair of elements tλmn and
tλ
1
m1n1 in CrSU2,qs, then the equivariance holds on the product as well. Take x P Uqpsu2q. Then
θpBpxqtλmntλ
1
m1n1q “ θpBpx1qtλmnBpx2qtλ
1
m1n1q
“ θpBpx1qtλmnqθpBpx2qtλ
1
m1n1q
“ pB b ιqpθpx1qqθptλmnqpB b ιqpθpx2qqθptλ
1
m1n1q
“ pB b ιqpθpx1 b x2qqθptλmnqθptλ
1
m1n1q
“ pB b ιqpθpxqqθptλmntλ
1
m1n1q.
The first equality holds by Proposition 1, the third holds by the equivariance and the last follows
from (17). Since CrSU2,qs is generated by elements which satisfy the equivariance (15), it is clear
that the equivariance holds in the algebra CrSU2,qs. ˝
We have made Uqpsu2q a B-comodule algebra. A coaction θˆ of B on the pre-Hilbert space
CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
is called a lift of θ : CrSU2,qs Ñ CrSU2,qs bB, if
θˆ “ θ b θ1 : CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
Ñ CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
bB
so that θ1 is a coaction on M 1
2
(we exploit the notation and assume that the product is applied
in the B-components arising from the coactions without writing it out explicitly). In addition, we
call θˆ a right Uqpsu2q-equivariant if
θˆpB1pxqptλmn b vqq “ pB1 b ιqpθpxqqθˆptλmn b vq
for all x P Uqpsu2q and tλmn b v P CrSU2,qs bM 12 .
Proposition 5. The right Uqpsu2q-equivariant lifted coactions of θ on the pre-Hilbert space
CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
are parametrized by i P Z, and for all i P Z, the lifted coaction θˆi is determined by
θˆiptλmn b vq “ θptλmnq b θipvq
where θi : M 1
2
ÑM 1
2
bB is the coaction of B determined by
θipe`q “ e` b ui, θipe´q “ e´ b ui`k`l.
The lifted coactions θˆi are mutually nonequivalent.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that θˆi and θi are coactions of B for each i P Z and that θi
are all the possible coactions on M 1
2
which are Uqpsu2q-equivariant under the representation % 1
2
:
θip% 1
2
pxqvq “ p% 1
2
pxq b ιqpθipxqqpθpvqq.
Then we use the equivariance of the coations θ and θi, and (17) to obtain
θˆipB1pxqtλmn b vq “ θˆipBpx1qtλmn b % 12 px2qvq
“ θpBpx1qtλmnq b θip% 12 px2qvq
“ pB b ιqpθpx1qqθptλmnq b p% 12 b ιqpθpx2qqθipvq
“ pB b % 1
2
b ιqpθpx1q b θpx2qqpθptλmnq b θipvqq
“ pB b % 1
2
b ιqp4b ιqpθpxqqpθptλmnq b θipvqq
“ pB1 b ιqpθpxqqpθˆiptλmn b vqq.
So, the coaction θˆi is right equivariant.
Conversely, since 1 is the cyclic vector for the GNS representation, a lifted coaction is fully
determined by its coaction on to the subspace 1 bM 1
2
which is an irreducible representation of
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Uqpsu2q of the highest weight 12 . The right equivariance implies that θˆ restricts on this subspace
to ιb θi for some i P Z. So θˆi are all the possible solutions. An equivalence of coactions of B sends
homogeneous elements to each other and preserves the degree of homogeneity. So, if i ‰ j in Z,
then θi and θj are nonequivalent coactions. It follows that θˆi and θˆj are nonequivalent. ˝
2.5. We shall build a spectral triple on a coinvariant subspace of the Hilbert space completion of
CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
. The goal is to construct an explicit model and for this reason we fix the lifted
coaction:
θˆ :“ θˆ´k “ θ b θ´k
where k is an arbitrary fixed integer. Now the weight vectors e` and e´ in M 1
2
are homogeneous
of orders ´k and l under θ´k.
Proposition 6. The coinvariant subspaces in the pre-Hilbert spaces CrSU2,qs and CrSU2,qsbM 1
2
are linearly spanned by the sets of vectors
tλppl`kq,ppl´kq and
tλppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq´ 12 b e`, t
λ
ppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq` 12 b e´
respectively. The index λ runs over all the highest weights, λ P 12N0, and p gets all the half-integer
values for which these vectors are defined.
Proof. Recall that m and n are both integers, or both half-integers. In the notation of Proposition
2, we need to find all the pairs pm,nq which solve pm`nqk “ pm´nql. Since k and l are coprime,
the solutions have to satisfy m ` n “ xl and m ´ n “ xk for some x P Q. On the other hand,
m ` n and m ´ n are always integers, and since l and k are coprime, x has to be an integer. It
follows that the solutions are m “ ppl ` kq and n “ ppl ´ kq with p P 12Z. Thus the coinvariant
subspace in CrSU2,qs linearly spanned by
tλppl`kq,ppl´kq
for all λ P 12N0 and p such that the vectors are well defined.
Since e` and e´ are homogeneous elements of orders ´k and l, it is sufficient to find the
homogeneous subspaces of orders k and ´l in the algebra CrSU2,qs to get the coinvariant subspace
in CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
. The same analysis as above gives the subspaces spanned by the vectors
tλppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq´ 12 and t
λ
ppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq` 12
for all λ P 12N0 and p such that the vectors are well defined. ˝
Lemma 2. The linear basis of the coinvariant subspace of CrSU2,qsbM 1
2
is given in the notation
|jmµ Öy by
|j, ppl ` kq ´ 1
2
, ppl ´ kq Òy and |j, ppl ` kq ´ 1
2
, ppl ´ kq Óy.
The index j runs over 12N0, and for any fixed j the index p P 12Z runs over the values for which
ppl ` kq P t´j, . . . , j, j ` 1u in the subspace labeled by Ò, and over the values for which ppl ` kq P
t´j ` 1, . . . , j ´ 1, ju in the subspace labeled by Ó.
Proof. Using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients introduced in 1.4 we find that
q´ppl`kq`
1
2 pr2j´ ` 1sqq´ 12 |j ´ 1, ppl ` kq ´ 1
2
, ppl ´ kq Òy
“ ´Sj,ppl´kqtj
´
ppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq` 12 b e´ ` Cj,ppl´kqt
j´
ppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq´ 12 b e`
if j ě 1 and p P 12Z is so that ppl ` kq ´ 12 P t´pj ´ 1q`, . . . , pj ´ 1q` ´ 1, pj ´ 1q`u and
ppl´ kq P t´pj´ 1q, . . . , j´ 2, j´ 1u (recall the parametrization of the basis |jmµ Öy in 1.4). The
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first condition is equivalent to ppl` kq P t´j` 1, . . . , j´ 1, ju and the second one follows from this
condition. Similarly,
q´ppl`kq`
1
2 pr2j´ ` 1sqq´ 12 |j, ppl ` kq ´ 1
2
, ppl ´ kq Óy
“ Cj,ppl´kqtj
´
ppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq` 12 b e´ ` Sj,ppl´kqt
j´
ppl`kq´ 12 ,ppl´kq´ 12 b e`
if j ě 12 and p P 12Z is so that ppl ` kq P t´j ` 1, . . . , j ´ 1, ju holds. Therefore, the vectors listed
in Lemma 2 form a basis for the pre-Hilbert space of coinvariant vectors. ˝
For what follows we need to compute dimensions of certain subspaces in the coinvariant pre-
Hilbert spaces of Proposition 6. For all j P 12N0, denote by V Öj the subspace of CrSU2,qs bM 12
spanned by the vectors of Lemma 2 with the fixed indexes j and Ö, and p P 12Z runs over all its
possible values.
Proposition 7. For each j P 12N0, the relation dimpV Òj q “ dimpV Ój`1q holds, dimpV Ó0 q “ 0 and
i. if k ` l is even, then V Öj are nonzero only if j is an integer, and if j P N,
dimpV Ój q “
” j
1
2 pl ` kq
ı
`
” j ´ 1
1
2 pl ` kq
ı
` 1,
ii. if l ` k is odd, then
dimpV Ój q “
” j
l ` k
ı
`
”j ´ 1
l ` k
ı
` 1 if j P N
dimpV Ój q “
” j
l ` k `
1
2
ı
`
”j ´ 1
l ` k `
1
2
ı
if j P N0 ` 1
2
.
ras denotes the integer part of a.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that for any j P 12N0 we have dimpV Òj q “ dimpV Ój`1q. Thus, it is
sufficient to find the dimensions of V Ój . By definition, dimpV Ó0 q “ 0.
Let k ` l be even. Now ppl ` kq is an integer for all p P 12Z and so j must be an integer. We
need to find all p P 12Z so that ppl` kq P t´j` 1,´j` 2, . . . , ju. For all j P N, there is the solution
p “ 0 and if j ă 12 pl` kq, then this is the only solution. If j “ 12 pl` kq, then p can get two values,
0 and 12 . If
1
2 pl ` kq ` 1 ď j ă l ` k, then p can get three values, 0 and ˘ 12 . At j “ l ` k we get
the fourth solution p “ 1. Continuing like this we observe that a new pair of solutions for p appear
whenever j grows by 12 pl ` kq and therefore i follows.
Let k ` l be odd. Now there are two cases: if j is an integer, then the weights ppk ` lq are
integers and so p has to be an integer. This case is essentially the same as above except that a new
pair of weights appear whenever j is shifted by pl` kq. This gives the first part of ii. If j P N0` 12 ,
then p has solutions for p P Z` 12 . The first j P N0 ` 12 for which V Ój is nonzero is j “ 12 pl` kq: in
this case p “ 12 . Then at j “ 12 pl ` kq ` 1 we get the second solution p “ ´ 12 . Now, whenever j is
shifted by pl ` kq one gets another pair of solutions for p and so
dimpV Ój q “
”j ` l`k2
l ` k
ı
`
”j ` l`k2 ´ 1
l ` k
ı
“
” j
l ` k `
1
2
ı
`
”j ´ 1
l ` k `
1
2
ı
.
The second part of ii follows. ˝
For all λ P 12N0, denote by Vλ the subspace of CrSU2,qs which is spanned by the vectors
tλppl`kq,ppl´kq for all p P 12Z for which ppl ` kq P t´λ, . . . , λu. Similar analysis of the weight
parameters can be applied to prove the following.
Proposition 8.
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i. If k ` l is even, then Vλ is nonzero only if λ is an integer, and for all λ P N0:
dimpVλq “ 2
” λ
1
2 pl ` kq
ı
` 1.
ii. If l ` k is odd then
dimpVλq “ 2
” λ
l ` k
ı
` 1 in the case λ is an integer
dimpVλq “ 2
” λ
l ` k `
1
2
ı
otherwise.
3 Dirac Operator Quantum Weighted Projective Spaces
In this section we construct two models for Dirac operators on coinvariant Hilbert spaces. The first
one in 3.1 is based on the restriction of the Dirac operator on SU2,q on the coinvariant component
of H. There is no natural chiral grading in the SU2,q model and this construction leads to an odd
spectral triple. An even spectral triple (i.e. chirally graded) is developed in 3.2. The Fredholm
modules arising from these spectral triples represent the trivial class in K-homology.
3.1. We use the coaction θˆ “ θb θ´k on CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
. In 2.5 we have a complete description of
the pre-Hilbert space of coinvariant spinors in CrSU2,qs bM 1
2
and we denote Hθ its Hilbert space
completion with respect to the Haar functional. The restriction of the representation pi :“ pih b ι
on the coinvariant subalgebra CrWPk,l,qs determines a ˚-representation pi : CrWPk,l,qs Ñ BpHθq.
We define the Dirac operator on Hθ by restricting the Dirac operator D introduced in 1.5 to
Hθ. In addition, it is convenient to shift the spectrum so that the positive and negative eigenvalues
appear pairwise and their multiplicities match. So, let Dθ denote the densely defined self-adjoint
operator
Dθ “ D ` 1
2
on Hθ. The restriction is well defined since by Lemma 2, Hθ has a basis consisting of the eigen-
vectors of the Dirac operator on SU2,q: D
θ has the eigenvalue 2pj ` 1q on V Òj , and the eigenvalue
´2pj ` 1q on V Ój`1. The dimensions are listed in Proposition 7 and they depend on l and k. In
particular, we always have V Ó0 “ V Ó1
2
“ 0 and dimpV Òj q “ dimpV Ój`1q.
Theorem 2. The data pCrWPk,l,qs, pi,Hθ, Dθq define a 2-summable odd spectral triple over the
quantum projective plane CrWPk,l,qs for all positive coprime integers k and l.
Proof. Since this model is based on a restriction of a spectral triple on SU2,q most of the details
are automatic. All the commutators rDθ, piptqs extend to bounded operators for all t P CrWPk,l,qs
since this is the case for the quantum group. Also this representation is faithful for the same
reason. For the summability, we shall consider the case where k` l is even. The sum of eigenvalues
of pDθq´2 over the subspaces V Öj for 0 ď j ď N gives
σN ppDθq´2q “ 2
ÿ
0ďjďN
p
” j
1
2 pk ` lq
ı
`
” j ´ 1
1
2 pk ` lq
ı
` 1qp2pj ` 1qq´2.
In the limit N Ñ8, σN diverges logarithmically. Thus the summability is 2. The same argument
gives the same summability if l ` k is odd. ˝
Associated to the odd spectral triple of Theorem 2 there is an odd Fredholm module over the
C˚-algebra CpWPk,l,qq: the GNS representation defines the action of CpWPk,l,qq on the Hilbert
space Hθ, and the sign operator F θ “ Dθ|Dθ|´1 is the bounded Fredholm operator of the Fred-
holm module. Since the algebra CpWPk,l,qq is isomorphic to pÀls“1Kq` the odd K-homology of
CpWPk,l,qq is trivial. So, the K-homology class of this Fredholm module represents the trivial
element.
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3.2. Denote by H1 the Hilbert space completion of the coinvariant component CrSU2,qsp0q with
respect to the Haar measure. The Hilbert space H1 is a representation space for CrWPk,l,qs under
pih. We define the Hilbert space of spinors to be the Hilbert space direct sum H1 ‘ H1 and let
CrWPk,l,qs act on it under pih ‘ pih. Let us fix the basis consisting of
tλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq and t
λ,Ó
ppl`kq,ppl´kq
where we have used the upper-scripts Ò and Ó to label the first and the second component of the
direct sum. Then we define the densely defined self-adjoint operator by
D1tλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq “ pλ` 1qtλ,Óppl`kq,ppl´kq, D1tλ,Óppl`kq,ppl´kq “ ´pλ` 1qtλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq.
The spectrum is fixed so that for k “ l “ 1, when the algebra CrWPk,l,qs is a deformation of the
coordinate algebra of a sphere, the spectrum coincides with the classical Dirac spectrum [4]. The
chirality operator is defined to be the diagonal operator
ωtλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq “ tλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq ωtλ,Óppl`kq,ppl´kq “ ´tλ,Óppl`kq,ppl´kq.
Theorem 3. The data pCrWPk,l,qs, pih ‘ pih,H1 ‘H1, D1, ωq defines a 2-summable even spectral
triple over the quantum projective plane for all positive coprime integers k and l.
Proof. We need to check that the commutators rD1, ppih‘pihqptqs extend to bounded operators for
all t P CrWPk,l,qs. First we consider the Hilbert space completion of CrSU2,qs which is denoted
by L2pSU2,qq. Then we take the Hilbert space sum L2pSU2,qq ‘ L2pSU2,qq. We label by Ò and Ó
the basis vectors in the first and second summand, and define a densely defined auxiliary Dirac
operator on L2pSU2,qq ‘ L2pSU2,qq by
Qηptλ,Òmnq “ pλ` 1qηptλ,Ómnq and Qηptλ,Ómnq “ ´pλ` 1qηptλ,Òmnq.
The algebra CrSUq,2s acts on L2pSU2,qq‘L2pSU2,qq under the direct sum of GNS representations
pih‘pih. Next we check that the commutators rQ, ppih‘pihqptqs extend to bounded operators for all
t P CrSU2,qs. It is clearly sufficient to check this for the generators. For t “ α we get the following
action on the basis
pihpαqηptλ,Ömn q “ ηpt
1
2
1
2
1
2
tλ,Ömn q
“
λ` 12ÿ
µ“λ´ 12
Cq
ˆ
1
2 λ µ
1
2 m m` 12
˙
Cq
ˆ
1
2 λ µ
1
2 n n` 12
˙
ηptµ,Ö
m` 12 ,n` 12 q.
Then a straightforward computation gives
rQ, pihpαqsηptλ,Ömn q “ ´12Cq
ˆ
1
2 λ λ´ 12
1
2 m m` 12
˙
Cq
ˆ
1
2 λ λ´ 12
1
2 n n` 12
˙
ηptλ´ 12 ,Œ
m` 12 ,n` 12 q
`1
2
Cq
ˆ
1
2 λ λ` 12
1
2 m m` 12
˙
Cq
ˆ
1
2 λ λ` 12
1
2 n n` 12
˙
ηptλ` 12 ,Œ
m` 12 ,n` 12 q
The Clebsch-Gordan coefficients are bounded in λ,m and n and therefore rQ, ppih‘pihqpαqs extends
to a bounded operator. Similar computation proves that the same holds for rQ, ppih ‘ pihqpβqs. It
follows that rQ, ppih‘pihqptqs extends to a bounded operator for all t P CrSU2,qs. Now the coinvari-
ant spectral triple pCrWPk,l,qs, pih‘pih,H1‘H1, D1, ωq can be reduced from the auxiliary model by
restricting L2pSU2,qq to the coinvariant component and by restricting CrSU2,qs to CrWPk,l,qs and
Q to D1. Then rD1, pih ‘ pihptqs extend to a bounded operator on H1 ‘H1 for all t P CrWPk,l,qs.
The summability is computed exactly as in Theorem 2 with the help of Proposition 8. The
representation pih‘pih is faithful since both components are faithful. This is an even spectral triple
since there is the chirality operator ω satisfying tω,D1u “ 0, ω2 “ 1, ω˚ “ ω and rppih‘pihqptq, ωs “
0 for all t P CrWPk,l,qs. ˝
The even K-homology groups of CpWPk,l,qq are isomorphic to Z‘l`1. There is an even Fredholm
module arising from the spectral triple of Theorem 3: the C˚-algebra CpWPk,l,qq acts on H1 bH1
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under the sum of two GNS representation, the chirality operator ω is defined above, and the
bounded Fredholm operator of this Fredholm module is the operator
F 1tλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq “ tλ,Óppl`kq,ppl´kq and F 1tλ,Óppl`kq,ppl´kq “ ´tλ,Òppl`kq,ppl´kq
This Fredholm module is degenerate: the operator F 1 commutes with the representation pih ‘ pih,
pF 1q˚ “ F 1 and pF 1q2 “ 1. In particular, the K-homology class is zero.
We can construct more even spectral triples by employing the homogeneous components of
(9) in the definition of the Hilbert space. For example, we can take H1n to be the completion
of CrSU2,qspnq and then apply the Hilbert space H1n ‘ H1n. This is a representation space for
CrWPk,l,qs under pih ‘ pih, and the chirality operator can be defined as above. The Dirac operator
of Theorem 3 can be specialized to this case in the obvious way; the proof for the boundedness of
the commutators of the Dirac operator and the representation operators goes exactly as in Theorem
3. Moreover, according to 2.3, the spectral triples obtained this way are mutually nonequivalent for
all n P Z, at least in the case of a quantum teardrops. The associated Fredholm modules are still
degenerate for all n P Z. One may also find spectral triples based on the Hilbert space H1n ‘H1m
for some m ‰ n. Such models might determine nontrivial K-homology classes.
3.3. Let us study the case l “ k “ 1 with more details. The algebra CrWP1,1,qs is isomorphic to a
2-dimensional quantum sphere algebra. Now pl´ kq “ 0. The Hilbert space Hθ is spanned by the
vectors |jm0 Òy and |jm0 Óy where j P N0 and m gets all the possible values for given j. So, the
index m runs over all the weight vectors for the left Uqpsu2q representation. Consequently, there
is a remaining Uqpsu2q symmetry from the left. The right symmetry is missing. The dimensions
of the Dirac eigenspaces are given by dimpV Òj q “ dimpV Ój`1q “ 2j ` 1.
Now consider the Hilbert space H1‘H1. The basis vectors tλ,Öp0 are labeled by λ P N0 and p P Z
so that ´λ ď p ď λ. Again, the left Uqpsu2q symmetry is there but the right is missing. The Dirac
spectrum now coincides with the usual Dirac spectrum on a 2-sphere:
specpD1q “ t˘pλ` 1q : λ P N0u
and the eigenvalues ˘pλ` 1q have the multiplicity 2λ` 1.
The case k “ 1 and l ą 1 corresponds to the standard tear drop with a Zl-isotropy. Now the
left and the right Uqpsu2q symmetries are lost since no longer all weight spaces occur.
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